1. The interaction between Europe’s legal systems: an introduction to the investigation

1. GOALS OF THE RESEARCH

This book examines the broad issue of the rapprochement between the EU and ECHR legal systems. While there is a massive amount of literature in terms of monographs, collected volumes and national reports analyzing either the issue of the national application of EC/EU law or that of ECHR norms, a specific comparative analysis that takes into account the national judicial treatment of both laws is still lacking. This volume aims to answer the following research question: Are the EU and ECHR legal systems converging?

By ‘convergence’ we mean the possibility of encountering those structural principles that have traditionally contributed to the *sui generis* nature of EU law – namely direct effect and primacy – when dealing with the ECHR. This means that we are not going to compare the levels of protection of fundamental rights in these contexts but rather the impact that these two European legal systems have on national legal structures.

In order to answer this research question we are going to compare both the national judicial treatments of these two European legal systems and the interpretative approaches employed by the Strasbourg and Luxembourg Courts in cases that are sensitive for the national constitutional structures. This means that while the first part of this volume is going to focus on how national judges ‘apply’ EU law and the ECHR, the second part is going to be devoted, instead, to the European Courts, with an analysis of their origins and then of their recent attitudes. The research question of the first part is ‘Are national judges treating the ECHR provisions the same way (or, at least, in a less different way than) they treat EU law?’ The second part will investigate whether the Luxembourg and Strasbourg Courts have started adopting similar approaches when dealing with some sensitive areas touching the national constitutional structures. Obviously these two dynamics are strongly related and both European Courts have undergone deep transformations.
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in recent years, especially after the enlargements of the EU and the Council of Europe.

This book originates from a very well known issue: according to many scholars, a clear distinction exists between ECHR and EU law, and this was recently pointed out by Lord Hoffmann in his Judicial Studies Board Annual Lecture (2009).

Despite such important scholarship, after a detailed analysis of the national and European case law, this conclusion is questioned. On the contrary, at a first glance, at least in our view, it is possible to argue that, in a way, we are already dealing with partial convergence in the application of EU law and the provisions of the ECHR.

Convergence, like comparison, should be understood as a process: this means that the two legal orders under consideration might still present differences without this resulting in the impossibility of noticing some analogies. Moreover, even comparison refers to a process; comparing two ‘things’ does not mean to conclude that they are identical at the end of the process of comparison or that they were identical at the beginning of the process. Comparing does not exclude the possibility of finding differences.

The research question formulated at the beginning of this chapter does not seek to anticipate our conclusion: our research originates from the analysis of some factors present both at the national and supranational/international level. In judgments like Omega Spielhallen, Schmidberger and, most recently, Sayn Wittgenstein the ECJ seemed to leave ‘a margin of appreciation for Member States to maintain national constitutional specificities instead of imposing uniform solutions’. On the other hand,

1 ‘The fact that the 10 original Member States of the Council of Europe subscribed to a statement of human rights in the same terms did not mean that they had agreed to uniformity of the application of those abstract rights in each of their countries, still less in the 47 states which now belong. The situation is quite different from that of the European Economic Community, in which the Member States agreed that it was in their economic interest to have uniform laws on particular matters which were specified as being within European competence. On such matters, the European institutions, including the Court of Justice in Luxembourg, were given a mandate to unify the laws of Europe. The Strasbourg court, on the other hand, has no mandate to unify the laws of Europe on the many subjects which may arguably touch upon human rights . . . The proposition that the Convention is a “living instrument” is the banner under which the Strasbourg court has assumed power to legislate what they consider to be required by “European public order”.’, Lord Hoffmann, ‘The Universality of Human Rights’, Judicial Studies Board Annual Lecture, 19 March 2009.
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if scholars had already noticed a certain convergence in countries like the Netherlands – where ‘there is no fundamental divide between the application of public international law and EC law’3 – more recently even in contexts like Italy, for instance, national judges have started setting aside national law that conflicts with the ECHR in the absence of a norm comparable to those present in the Netherlands or in France.

The occasion for reflecting on this issue is given by the impact of the respective ‘enlargements’ of the two international organizations (the EU and the Council of Europe) to include Central and Eastern Europe, a situation which has induced the two European Courts to reconsider, partly at least, their mission.4 These factors represent the ‘issue’ that induced us to commence this research.

Finally, one might argue that the accession of the EU to the ECHR will give a definitive answer that will certainly favour convergence in the judicial treatment of these two European laws. We are not so sure about that. On the contrary, looking at the ECJ case law devoted to international treaties concluded by the EC, one can see how the ECJ has sometimes limited the perfect assimilation between ‘EC law proper’ and ‘Community Agreements’.5 Moreover, recently, the ECJ has extended the WTO exception (lack of direct effect for WTO law norms) to the provisions of some other international law treaties.6 Cases like Mox Plant,7 then, reveal how the ECJ considers important the reasons connected to its interpretive monopoly and shows scant tolerance for interpretive competitors.

This is just a reminder of how the conclusions in this field are far from being obvious, even after the Reform Treaty, as always in the fascinating ‘journey to an unknown destination’8 represented by European integration.

---

8 J.H.H. Weiler, ‘Journey to an Unknown Destination: A Retrospective and
2. TYPOLOGY OF RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL PREMISES: WHY JUDICIAL INTERACTIONS MATTER IN EUROPEAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

This is case law based research; it does not seek to provide an answer to the question of the nature of EU law or the possibility of extending the notion of supranationalism\(^9\) to the ECHR. We are going to deal with a massive number of cases decided by national and European courts.

Why are we going to examine judicial interactions? What do they represent in the economy of this book? One of the starting assumptions of this work is that the interpretive action of judges is fundamental in order to understand the real impact of EU law and the ECHR on the domestic boundaries, as we are going to show in the following chapters. Judges create links between legal orders even in the absence of expressed norms of connections. Suffice it to think of those contexts originally characterized by the absence of a European clause, where judges adapted and reshaped the original wording of their national constitutions in order to provide a legal basis for explaining the authority of EC law.

The Italian case, for instance, is emblematic of this trend. When looking at the original Italian Constitution\(^10\) it is very hard to understand how the guardians of the Constitution have permitted the erosion of competences caused by EC/EU interference. Article 11, in fact, ‘agrees to limitations of sovereignty where they are necessary to allow for a legal system of peace and justice between nations, provided the principle of reciprocity is guaranteed’\(^11\). This provision was conceived for Italy’s participation in the UN or other limited-power organizations but not for the EU. The

---


\(^10\) Article 11 of the Italian Constitution: ‘Italy repudiates war as an instrument offending the liberty of the peoples and as a means for settling international disputes; it agrees to limitations of sovereignty where they are necessary to allow for a legal system of peace and justice between nations, provided the principle of reciprocity is guaranteed; it promotes and encourages international organizations furthering such ends’.

\(^11\) Italian Constitution, Article 11.
latter imposes limitations of sovereignty for goals that go beyond the ‘peace and justice between nations’ mentioned in Article 11. The Italian Constitutional Court was forced to ‘manipulate’ the original meaning of Article 11 in order to allow such limitations. At the same time, when looking at Article 101 (‘judges are only subject to the law’\(^\text{12}\)), it is impossible to find the legal basis of the judge’s power of non-application of the national rule contrasting with EU law.

The theoretical framework supporting the need for research like that we are proposing here can be linked to the existence of a multilevel constitutional legal order\(^\text{13}\) and of a constitution that is perceived as the outcome of the steady process of comparison and dialectic between interdependent levels of governance (Member States and the EU). Against this background, by European Constitutional law we mean that study committed to the analysis of a European Constitution thus conceived as a *monstrum compositum*, composed of constitutional principles developed at the European (Union) level and complemented by (common) national constitutional principles\(^\text{14}\) and by some other ‘materials’ like, for instance, the principles of the ECHR and the doctrines of the ECtHR.

Although the EU is not (yet) formally part of the ECHR, the Convention has always played a fundamental role in the progressive constitutionalization of the EU, working as a sort of external engine of such a process. Many fundamental judgments of the ECJ are very rich in references to the judgments of the ECtHR or to the provisions of the ECHR, and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU was shaped, in many cases, with the provisions of the Convention in mind.

All this explains why, in the economy of this book, EU law, national law and the ECHR are conceived as the three sources of European constitutional pluralism.\(^\text{15}\) The interplay between levels (or poles/sites if we want...
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to avoid the word ‘level’\(^{16}\) renders the idea of the non-simple distinction between the territorial actors’ legislative domains. As a matter of fact, one of the most relevant difficulties in the multilevel legal system is represented by the existence of shared legal sources which make the attempt to define legal orders as self-contained regimes very difficult. This is coherent with the effort of providing an integrated and complex (i.e. interlaced\(^ {17}\)) reading of the levels, and represents one of the most fascinating challenges for constitutional law scholars.

At the same time, as a consequence of the lack of a precise distinction within the domain of legal production, it is sometimes impossible to resolve the antinomies between different legal levels on the grounds of the prevalence of a legal order (e.g. the national) over another (e.g. the supranational). Moreover, in this context, because of the inextricability of such an intertwined order, many legal conflicts present themselves as conflicts of norms (conceived as the outcome of the interpretation of legal provisions\(^ {18}\)) rather than conflicts of laws.\(^ {19}\)

One of the most evident differences between the EU and federal experiences is given by the absence of a supremacy clause. This has permitted the ECJ over the years to devise and reshape the content of the primacy principle, giving it an incredible flexibility. On the other hand, multilevel constitutionalism also suffers from the absence of an unambiguous primacy clause. Scholars have identified at least four different meanings of primacy/...
supremacy in ECJ case law\(^{20}\) and the notion of primacy which came from I-6 of the Constitutional Treaty seemed to be different from that used by the ECJ.

A consequence of the impossibility of tracing these principles back to the wording of a univocal primacy clause,\(^{21}\) for instance, has underscored the role of the judge. Our assumption is that this context exalts the case-by-case judicial approach to solving legal conflicts between rules. The impossibility of operating a distinction between legal orders implies the end of interpretative autonomy for these courts, showing the other side of the sovereignty crisis. Judicial interactions thus represent a privileged perspective for studying the relations between legal orders, especially when looking at the multilevel and pluralistic structure of the European constitutional legal system.\(^{22}\)

3. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF COMPARISON?

From a methodological viewpoint, the intertwined nature of the European Constitution implies the massive use of comparative law concepts. First of all, in fact, it is not possible to understand the constitutional exchanges between levels without knowing the constitutional features of the horizontal state level. Secondly, the comparative method is one of the most important approaches carried out by the ECJ\(^{23}\) in the interpretation of EU law despite the few explicit comparative references contained in the judgments of the ECJ. Thirdly, the importance of the comparison is testified by the origin of the common constitutional traditions. Fourthly, the importance of foreign case law in the interpretation of constitutional law in general\(^{24}\)


\(^{21}\) Scholars have identified at least four different meanings of primacy/supremacy in ECJ case law. Moreover, the notion of primacy enshrined in Article I-6 of the Constitutional Treaty seems to be different from that used by the ECJ. See e.g. Claes, *The National Courts’ Mandate*, 100–101. In order to find a solution to this ambiguity, some scholars have devised a ‘law of laws’; see T. Eijsbouts and L. Besselink, ‘Editorial: “The Law of Laws” – Overcoming Pluralism’ (2008) Eur Constitutional L Rev 395.


provides us with another element: the emergence of constitutional flaws and exchanges in the contemporary global scenery.

The literature on the possible uses (and misuses) of comparative law in European (not only legal) studies is massive. Here we would like to recall that the idea of comparison as a third way in European studies was sponsored by the ‘Integration through Law Scholarship’ project, in order to analyze European integration in the light of the federal principle. That experiment did not neglect the peculiarity of the EU dimension because in their essays the participating scholars ‘applied’ a dynamic notion of federalism (Friedrich, Elazar). In doing so they understand federalism as a federalizing process, and federal principle, as a concept overcomes the classic distinction between federation, confederation and consortium.

Obviously all these considerations touch the level, we would say, of the external comparison (i.e. the possibility to compare the EU as such to constitutional experiences of States that do not belong to the EU, like the US for instance) while we are going to insist on the ‘internal’ side of European constitutional law (and, as we said, the EU level is just a piece of this body of norms and principles). However, references to the ‘external’ comparison will not be missing when we deal with the complicated issue of the de facto rapprochement between the effects of EU law and that of the ECHR. Our


27 D. Elazar, Idee e forme del federalismo (Mondadori 1995).

28 In 1994 Renaud Dehousse wrote about the lack of a comparative approach in European studies, stressing the benefits and the difficulties (the problem of the level of analysis) of comparison in this field. The refusal to make a comparison implies the ‘absolutization’ of the EU level and the consecutive denial of the European multilevel and pluralistic structure: ‘In many respects, the situation of Community lawyers is similar to that of a scholar who would have confined himself to the study of his domestic legal system. Comparative research, with its corollary of relativism, may help him to challenge the assumptions rooted in his own legal system and counteract the “tendency of ultrasophisticated analysis and quasi-scholasticism which arises when generations of scholars continue to examine the same fundamental documents within a purely national context”. In other words, one could argue that comparative research is indispensable if Community law is to move to a more advanced level of scholarship’. R. Dehousse, ‘Comparing National and EC Law: The Problem of Level of Analysis’ (1994) Am J Comparative Law 761, 764.
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attention to comparative data does not thus imply a lack of attention to the peculiar features of European integration.29

Starting from these considerations, our analysis proposes a ‘multiple’ comparison. In the first part of this work we will focus on the national level, analyzing the relevant constitutional provisions conceived or adopted for describing the effect of European laws within national boundaries. In the second part we are going to expand our perspective, taking into account the interactions between national and European levels, namely moving from the formal parameter (the constitutional provisions) to the law in action.

National (ordinary) judges have a fundamental role in the application of European laws and this implies the necessity to go beyond the positivist frame. This will be fundamental in order to investigate whether national actors use European laws. As we will see, despite the high degree of fragmentation and great variety in terms of the national constitutional clauses adopted by Member States to grant a basis to the ECHR and EU law, the case law of the different countries shows a certain homogeneity with regard to the effects and authority of EU law and the ECHR respectively.

Starting with EU law, a good example of this is the progressive diffusion of the ‘counter-limits’ or Solange doctrine in the jurisprudence of different constitutional courts in spite of the absence, in many cases, of provisions like 24 of the German Basic Law or Article 5, Chapter X, Paragraph 1 of the Swedish Instrument of Government. These, expressis verbis, condition the German and Swedish membership of the EU in respect of some fundamental values protected by the national constitution. By the ‘counter-limits’ (controlimiti30) formula we mean those national fundamental principles which have been raised – like impenetrable barriers – against the penetration of EU law by the national constitutional courts. The ‘counter-limits’ are conceived as a form of ‘contrepoid au pouvoir communautaire’,31 an ultimate barrier to the full application of EU law, an intangible nucleus of national constitutional sovereignty.32 The counter-limits doctrine (‘dottrina

29 For a different viewpoint see I. Ward, A Critical Introduction to European Law (Butterworths 1996) 176 ff.
30 This formula was introduced in Italian scholarly debate by P. Barile, ‘Ancora su diritto comunitario e diritto interno’ in Studi per il XX anniversario dell’Assemblea costituente, VI (Florence 1969) 49.
32 It is very interesting to notice that the notion of counter-limits implies a sort of constitutional and moral superiority of the national legal orders with
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dei controlimiti’) was de facto conceived in case 183/73 by the Italian Constitutional Court and (with some differences) in Solange I by the German Bundesverfassungsgericht. Many constitutional courts accepted it in the following years the French Conseil Constitutionnel in 2004 and the Tribunal Constitucional in Spain, but before them the English High Court admitted the primacy of EU law by preserving a hard core of principles. One of the most interesting cases is the Danish Carlsen, where the Supreme Court specified the possible dynamics of such a declaration. More recently the decisions of the Polish and German Constitutional Courts (but see also the decisions of the Cypriot and Czech judges) regard to the supranational level. This form of constitutional superiority is usually justified by the existence of the democratic deficit which characterizes the EU. See, for example, Solange I (BVerfGE 37, S. 271 ff.): ‘the Community still lacks a democratically legitimated parliament directly elected by general suffrage which possesses legislative powers and to which the Community organs empowered to legislate are fully responsible on a political level.’


35 Tribunal Constitucional, declaracion 1/2004. About this point, see V. Ferreres Comella, ‘La Constitución española’, 80–89, and A. Saiz Arnaiz, ‘De primacia, supremazía y derechos fundamentales en la Europa integrada: la Declaración del Tribunal Constitucional de 13 diciembre de 2004 y el Tratado por el que establece una Constitución para Europa’, both in A. Saiz Arnaiz and V. Ferreres Comella (eds), Constitución española y constitución europea (Centro de Estudios Políticos y Constitucionales, 2005), 51–75.


38 According to the Carlsen doctrine, if there is a doubt about the consistency of the EC act with the Constitution, the constitutional court could raise the question by asking the ECJ to clarify the exact meaning of the norm. If the ECJ does not convince them of the compatibility, they could ‘apply’ the counter-limits theory. Such a vision demonstrates that the constitutional courts have the last word even though they have accepted the preliminary ruling.
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have recalled the question of the ultimate barriers in the field of the European arrest warrant. This kind of comparison is therefore functional to the selection of those fundamental principles which had been opposed by the constitutional courts and which the ECJ later showed itself willing to accept in order to overcome the national courts’ criticisms.

The second type of comparison we are going to develop is the vertical one (i.e. between Member States and the EU) in order to show the progressive communitarization of those constitutional principles that the constitutional courts have been opposing to the ECJ for many years.

The European Union is a complex legal order, since it stems from the interlacing between national and supranational legal systems. This implies the existence of shared legal sources (see the common constitutional traditions that are inferred from the national constitutional materials) and many principles of EU law find their ‘roots’ in the national legal traditions. Against this background the EU is indebted to national constitutional orders since they gave the EU new blood by favouring the circulation of principles and practices that have shaped and reshaped the substance of the Treaties. Such a situation is the outcome of a convergence between the starting positions held by the ECJ (monism) and the national constitutional courts (dualism) in the first years of European integration.

Progressively the ECJ has seemed to get the point by incorporating the concept of fundamental rights as a premise of the primacy of EU law, and new important provisions have been introduced in the Treaties, namely former Articles 6 and 7 of the EUT. Despite this convergence, tension between the ECJ and the constitutional courts has not been lacking because of the progressive expansion of the ECJ’s activity in national fields. Moreover, the product of this convergence gave birth to new kinds of conflicts among interpreters, conflicts due to the existence of legal sources (the principles concerning the protection of fundamental rights) that are now shared by the ECJ and the national constitutional courts: such a scenario has produced a dynamics of interpretive competition.

The ECJ has progressively started acknowledging an important role to the national constitutional materials in its decisions. This ‘partial’ appropriation of the fundamental rights discourse by the ECJ emerges in a long series of judgments, and it is most evident in cases such as Omega and Dynamic Medien.44 As some authors have pointed out, from examining those cases one can perceive a certain concern over the

43 Martinico, ‘Complexity and Cultural Sources of Law’.
45 C-244/06 Dynamic Medien (2008) ECR I-505.
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‘octroyée methodology of construing common constitutional traditions’. Nevertheless, this convergence is not total, as cases like Viking47 and Laval48 demonstrate.

From the point of view of positive law, confirmation of such convergence can be seen in 4 of the EUT (post-Lisbon scenario) which codifies the respect paid by member states to the constitutional structure (whose core corresponds to the member states’ fundamental principles, i.e. the counter-limits). As a result, the respect for the constitutional structure is governed by an EU provision and thus is under the ECJ’s jurisdiction: in this sense we write of communitarization of the counter-limits.49 All this shows the presence of an overlapping zone between levels which is namely what we have called European constitutional law.

A similar situation already exists between the EU legal order and the ECHR system as, for instance, demonstrated by the progressive influence played by the Strasbourg Court over the Luxembourg Court50 and, on a more formalistic level, by the explanations to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU which refer to the doctrine of the ECtHR and the provisions of the ECHR to a very great extent.51

This opens the door for the third type of comparison adopted in this volume: that between the ECHR and EU legal systems or, better, that between the approaches used by the respective courts.

---


48 Laval.
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When looking at the recent history of integration it seems possible to detect an embryonic rapprochement between EU law and ECHR law. Indeed, the enlargements of the Council of Europe and of the European Union have caused two opposite reactions in the Strasbourg and Luxembourg Courts: the Strasbourg Court has accelerated, acting as a quasi-constitutional court, while the ECJ has sometimes drawn back by referring to a ‘compromise’ – a softened version of primacy. Such a double process makes the two supranational courts more similar with regard to their own idea of the impact of the respective case law on the domestic legal orders. At the same time, judgments like *Lautsi II* or *Elchinov*, *Zambrano* and *Cordero Alonso* show how there is no clear trend in the approach of these two courts to the domestic constitutional structures. We are going to deal with these judicial trends in the second part of this volume.

4. STRUCTURE OF THE WORK

This book reflects the double side of our investigation: in the first part of the volume we will study the ‘vertical’ (hypothesized) convergence between EU law and the ECHR, focusing on national judges, while in the second our focus will be the progressive ‘horizontal’ (hypothesized) convergence between the Luxembourg and Strasbourg Courts. In both cases a fundamental role is played by the ECJ case law on fundamental rights, which has allowed the birth of a common axiological platform between the EU and the member states, and the EU and the ECHR.

---

53 Case of *Lautsi and others v Italy* (Application no. 30814/06), http://www.echr.coe.int/echr/resources/hudoc/lautsi_and_others_v_italy.pdf.
Convergence does not obviously mean perfect coincidence but it describes a process of mutual rapprochement between legal entities characterized by different aims at the origins. Despite the judicial conflicts that sometimes exist between judicial actors, our impression is that we are dealing with a sort of cooperative climate between judges who prefer to guarantee the coherence between legal systems (in the name of the protection of those fundamental rights which represent the common axiological field in the multilevel context), especially through the development of informal ways of dialogue, which recall the international public law experience of judicial comity and judicial deference.

In this sense it is possible to compare judgments such as *Bosphorus* to the famous *Solange I* case. As we know, the *Solange* method implies the recognition of a ‘reserve jurisdiction’ for domestic courts and the acknowledgment to EC law of a sort of limited primacy: such primacy is guaranteed as long as it does not affect the national constitutional fundamental principles (the ‘counter-limits’). Looking at the relationship between the constitutional courts and the ECJ one could notice some common points shared between the *Solange* method and comity, *Solange* being a way to find a solution to the matter of jurisdictional competition induced by the fragmentation of law.

According to Lavranos – who tried to extend the definition of the ‘as long as’ method to other inter-jurisdictional relations beyond the EU – the ‘Solange method’ is thus defined as a tool for determining the scope of the ‘reserve jurisdiction’ of one court in relation to the existing jurisdiction of another court. Applying this *Solange* method results in refraining from exercising an existing jurisdiction of one court in favour of an existing jurisdiction of another court.

---

57 *Bosphorus Hava v Ireland*.
59 N. Lavranos, ‘From the analysis above it can be concluded that the Solange-method can help to reduce the chance of conflicting or diverging rulings, and thus the potential for fragmentation of fundamental rights in Europe is contained. Similarly, a wider application of the Solange-method by all international courts and tribunals could equally reduce the risk of fragmentation of international law’, Lavranos, ‘Towards a Solange-Method’, 232.
In the *Bosphorus*\(^{62}\) case, the ECtHR refused to review an EC regulation implementing a UN Security Council resolution, although the content of such an EC act was restrictive of the property right. The conclusion reached by the Strasbourg Court was inspired by the conviction of the comparability between the system of safeguarding fundamental rights which is guaranteed at the EU level and that provided by the ECHR. In *Bosphorus* the ECtHR used the same formula (‘as long as’) adopted by the German Constitutional Court in *Solange* to introduce a sort of presumption of comparability preventing a clash between jurisdictions. \(^{63}\)

In the above mentioned cases, courts, despite the *prima facie* impression of judicial clash, preferred to act as cooperative actors and in this sense we conclude for the possible birth of a cooperative constitutionalism, which is the outcome of a process of ‘integration through rights’. \(^{64}\)

Again, this confirms the importance of judicial interactions (maybe we could say judicial dialogue) in these dynamics and the existence of a circulation of models (interpretative techniques, approaches, styles) among judges.

---

62 *Bosphorus Hava v Ireland.*

63 ‘Paradoxically, the safeguard of core rights, far from being the reason for the application of the counter-limit doctrine, was used as a harmonizing platform, and both tribunals sacrificed their own particular conception to pledge allegiance to the Court of Justice, or to support it.’ F. Fontanelli in G. Martinico and F. Fontanelli, ‘The Hidden Dialogue: When Judicial Competitors Collaborate’ (2008) 8.3 Global Jurist.